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John Labunski is well known in the retirement and wealth markets by
many through his innovations in radio marketing to assist listeners avoid
losses as many had in 2000, 2001, 2002 and again in 2008, and by his
clients who have enjoyed that peace of mind and protection from
market disasters. Known in the industry as the 1st on air, beginning in
2005 on KLIF 770am in Dallas, TX educating listeners on the values of
protecting assets as they get closer to retirement, over the old school
buy, hold and pray scenario that cost so many so much again in 2008!
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John entered the Financial Services market after a solid middle class
Midwest childhood, a strong work ethic that began early at the age of
14, and solid math based education including a degree in Mechanical
Engineering. Those tools set course for a career that began in
Milwaukee, WI heading design team for P&H Harnischfeger, a worldwide
crane manufacturer, and growing to become President of a major
Environmental Engineering and Construction firm based in Dallas, TX.
John Labunski is also a self-professed "repented loser"! Explaining that
following a LBO with Cambridge Capital and Goldman Sacs in 2000, he
had a choice...continue in the Corporate World or find a new beginning.
After choosing to spend more time with family and less in boring
meetings all over the World..he left and became a newbie investor.
Quickly introduced to the #1 Advisor with one of the big brokerage
houses "the Advisor on their TV commercials!" he felt safe.
Unfortunately like many, the losses began quickly and his advisor
offered a lot of encouraging words, but all were aimed at keeping
monies invested for profits, not protecting assets for retirement!
With this wake up call, John went to assist his widowed Mother with her
accounts. Same result, same excuses from her advisor who was also
with one of the large well known down on the corner brokerage firms.
She had lost 40%, retired, widowed in her 50's, by an advisor who very
well knew her, the family and her needs!
As Believers know..those lessons were for a reason. That reason
continues today.
John Labunski currently heads his holding company Lincoln Wealth
Strategies LLC as Founder/CEO, as well as Lincoln Wealth Advisors as
Senior Managing Partner, and hosts a weekly radio shows titled

Senior Managing Partner, and hosts a weekly radio shows titled
Retirement Wealth Talk Radio and Wealth 911.
In 2012 Lincoln Wealth partnered with Fund Architects LLC to fulfill a plan
to be capable of providing full financial, wealth and retirement services
to all listeners and potential clients focusing on the clients goals and
needs...not the companies! Fund Architects is a full service money
management firm who share similar beliefs that preventing loss is a key
to success as the return from losses like 2008 for most any baby
boomer or senior is nearly impossible, and almost always avoid able.
Their active, dynamic and global investment strategies have proven
successful for their clients, and are now made more available to
conservative minded listeners to the shows.
Records show that neither John Labunski, nor his entities have ever had
a Complaint Filed, Judgment, or action or complaint on any License or by
any licensing entity.
A Cease and Desist Order was filed by the Alabama Securities
Commission that listed John Labunski. This action did not involve Mr.
Labunski as he had no activities in the State of Alabama although
properly licensed, no gain from any sale of life settlements or other
product in Alabama, and was merely acting as an employee for another
entity. No wrong doing is stated, only a change in State securities laws
that affected the sale of life settlements in the State of Alabama sold by
Life Partners Inc.

